Data Bridge is an easy-to-use tool that transfers information from external data sources to Class Climate. Once implemented, you can quickly import or update evaluation-related structural data, such as departments, instructors, courses, and participants. Additionally, our integration can provide a fully automated process for generating surveys and their scheduled tasks.

### Advantages of Class Climate Data Bridge

- Extremely flexible - data adaptation is based on your individual requirements
- Easy to use - once in place, the Data Bridge requires little user interaction
- Includes option to fully automate the process
- Offers data cleansing and validation
- Supports a variety of data sources, such as Banner, Colleague, Peoplesoft, Jenzabar, and many more, including file-based formats

### How is Class Climate Data Bridge Implemented?

1. Define the data you need to import and the surveys you want to create.
2. Implement database lookup in your third party system.
3. Test connection and imports.
4. Move into production.
Two Modes of Operation

Class Climate Data Bridges offer two modes of operation for transferring data:

- **The first mode** allows Class Climate Administrator(s) to start the data transfer manually, via the user interface. Manual data transfers are possible at any time.

- **In the second mode**, Class Climate takes care of the data transfer automatically in configurable time periods; no user interaction is required.

The Class Climate Data Bridge technology automates the process of importing organizational structure data and creating surveys. We match your requirements to the criteria we use to identify the structure data to import and the logic surveys to create during the roll-out phase of each Data Bridge.